Integrated study programs (**Master of Sciences** in Architecture and Urban Design (300 ECTS, 5 academic years)

**Cultural and Professional profile**
This study program delivers a new way of thinking about architecture, based on the analysis and experimentation of the context that surrounds us and the world experiences, which creates the opportunity to break away from the standard "positioning" of education in the field of architecture. This particularity stems from the evaluation of unused potentials and their transformation into sources of inspiration, by bringing a new era in architecture that is based on the re-interpretation of the current context and its transformation into new values in architecture and the society as a whole.

**Major issues covered in this study program:**
- **In-depth general formation**
  Visual language; History of Architecture and of the City; Scientific Research Methods;
- **Formation in ancillary architectural culture**
  HVAC Systems; Advanced Geometry; Construction/Site Economy;
- **Deep understanding of the profession**
  Architecture studio; Technology and environmental design; Information Architecture; Studio and urban design theory; Landscape Design; Interior Design; Industrial Design; Restoration of Cultural Heritage. In addition, the students will have the possibility to select a given number of credits in order to be as approximate as possible with their personal professional specifications and requirements.

**Employment opportunities**
The main employment sectors include:
- The private sector of architecture design studios or construction companies.
- The public sector: governance at local level, starting from municipalities and communes to districts or regions. Governance at central level;
- Domestic and foreign scientific research institutions, the main focus of which is architecture, construction and urban design.